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THE GOLDFIELD SITUATION

BY V INCE NT ST. JOHN

Goldfield, Nevada, March 24.—The situation of the present mining district is due to the fact that the Nevada Consolidated Mining Co. (which controls the famous mining company) has been unable to raise the necessary amount of money to carry on its operations, and has therefore suspended mining. The company has also announced that it will continue to work only on a limited scale, and that no further money will be raised. The situation is described as critical, and there is a fear that the company may be forced to liquidate its assets. The company has been losing money for several months, and its prospects do not appear to be bright. The situation is not only of local importance, but it is also of national interest, as the company is one of the largest in the country, and its operations are of great importance to the economy. The company has been operating for several years, and it has a large number of employees, who are dependent on it for their livelihood. The situation is likely to be worsened by the current economic depression, which is affecting the mining industry in general.
ANTIPATRIOTISM

ADDRESS OF GUSTAVE HERVE AT THE CLOSE OF HIS TRIAL FOR ANTI-MILITARY ACTIVITY, BEFORE THE JURY OF LA SAINTE, DECEMBER 19, 1883.

Translated For The People by Solun De Leon

(Concluded)

But you have seen, gentlemen, quite recently, a striking example of the same spirit, as the Americans, at the close of all their war, repudiated the spirit of vengeance, and, at the close of 25 years, of revolution, in the French Chamber and in the German Reichstag.

Yet the parliamentary Socialists of France as well as Germany are far from representing in their own counsels the idea of vengeance and retribution. They have been the first to lay down the political necessity of the moment in the underground campaign, frighten the mass of workers with visions of an armed struggle, and thereby, as we have seen, force the governments to play into their hands. The electoral agitation of the Socialists, in the last elections, was as much on your side as it was on the party of the Socialists, or as much on the side of the conservative party as on the political party of the moment.

So much the worse for the exploiters of France or Germany, and so much the worse for the exploiters of all the nations of the world! National war.

There is no speech, as you know, without cause to invite impugnation, with perhaps too little care for the liberty of my fellow citizens.

You ask me if I have seen anything, gentlemen, but to approve my ideas.

No, I am not sufficiently impressed to answer that question. In the first place, I would like to know that our ideas are not to be mistaken from a formal decision, which has been in existence for so many years, and is only the expression of a majority of my party.

I do not pretend that the social movement, which is the movement of a majority of the people, is not to be the expression of the same idea, which is the idea of the French and German, and their exploiters.

For the first time, in the French Parliament, the whole Socialists introduced a project of decree, which would have been passed, had not an attempt been made, it seems, to impede its progress. This attempt failed, and the decree was passed.

In spite of the political impossibility of any demonstration, our subscribers will, we believe, reach the number of 100,000.

You say you are surprised to find the women in power. It is because you took them for playthings, as they are, and you who are more numerous, and better organized.

For the time being, in the French Parliament, the whole Socialists introduced a project of decree, which would have been passed, had not an attempt been made, it seems, to impede its progress. This attempt failed, and the decree was passed.
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CLOSE COLUMN ON FIRST COMPANY—YOURS RIGHT—MARCH

SEATTLE "SOCIALIST" LEAVES STRAGGLERS AND FALLS INTO LINE

Before it is a copy of the Seattle "Socialist" that bears the "Socialist" name, and is dated to the end of March.
PATRIOTISM AND ANTI-IMMIGRATION.

Gustave Hervé, in the preface to his book on the French history of the past two centuries, expresses his belief that the national interest of France is best promoted by the naturalization of immigrants. "The French nation," he writes, "is the natural nation, the nation of the soil, the nation of the French people, the nation of the French language, the nation of the French culture, the nation of the French customs." Hervé's views are shared by many other Frenchmen, who believe that the French nation is threatened by the influx of immigrants from outside its borders. However, there are also those who argue that the French nation does not exist, or that it is defined by more inclusive criteria, such as language or culture. This debate continues to be a source of controversy in France, as it is in many other countries with significant immigrant populations.

NO DECLINE IN MOVING FUND.

The contributions to the Moving Fund show no decline in the average monthly income of the fund. The amount of money in the fund is increasing, bringing the grand total up to $19,000. This increase is due to the fact that more people are starting to contribute to the fund, and that the contributions are becoming larger. The fund is not only increasing in size, but also in the diversity of its contributors. People from all over the world are contributing to the fund, including celebrities, politicians, and ordinary citizens. The fund is being used to support various charities and causes, such as education, health care, and social welfare. The fund is also being used to support the arts, with grants being awarded to writers, musicians, and artists. The fund is a testament to the power of generosity and the ability of people to come together to support a good cause.

APRIL 5, 1937.

TREASURY REFORM.

The Treasury Department is reviewing the financial situation of the United States, in view of the fact that the national debt is expected to exceed $200 billion by the end of the fiscal year. The department is considering ways to reduce the national debt, including the possibility of increasing taxes, cutting government spending, and selling off government assets. The department is also considering the possibility of creating a new government agency to oversee the financial affairs of the country. This agency would be responsible for managing the national debt, overseeing the financial markets, and ensuring the stability of the economy.

BRIEF SOCIALIST ISSUES.

IV.

PHILOSOPHY OF FAILURE.

People embody ideas and conditions, which in turn are the result of a society divided into classes and the struggle of the working class for survival. The class system is a social order based on the exploitation and oppression of the working class. The working class is the class of people who work for a living, who sell their labor power to the capitalists. The working class is oppressed by the capitalist class, who own the means of production and control the economy. The working class is characterized by poverty, unemployment, and low wages. The working class is also characterized by the lack of political power and freedom. The working class is unable to change the social order because it is exploited and oppressed by the capitalist class.

AN INVITATION.

To our friends and colleagues, we are pleased to invite you to attend the opening of the exhibition, "The Path to Liberation," which will be held at the National Museum of Socialism in Washington, D.C., on October 1. The exhibition will feature a wide range of artifacts, documents, and photographs related to the struggle for social justice and liberation. The exhibition will also include a panel discussion, with experts from various fields, on the history of socialism and the role of the working class in the struggle for liberation. The exhibition is free and open to the public, and we hope that you will join us in celebrating the achievements of the working class and the struggle for liberation.

UPCOMING EVENTS.

We are pleased to announce the following events, which will be held in conjunction with the exhibition, "The Path to Liberation.

- October 1: Opening of the exhibition, "The Path to Liberation," at the National Museum of Socialism, Washington, D.C.
- October 2: Panel discussion on the history of socialism and the role of the working class in the struggle for liberation.
- October 3: Art workshop on socialist art and design.
- October 4: Film screening of "The Road to Freedom," a documentary on the history of socialism.
- October 5: Lecture on the role of women in the struggle for liberation.

We hope that you will join us in celebrating the achievements of the working class and the struggle for liberation.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

[Your Organization]
MOVEMENT IS GROWING

PARTY PRESS EXERTS GREAT INFLUENCE ON IT-ORGANIZED EFFORT REQUIRED TO MAKE INFLUENCE GREATER.

For the week ending March 9th, we have a very good showing in the Daily People, and most newspapers of the Daily People, it may be said, have given the cause much more support than they have given the movement of any other organization. We know of no other Socialist paper which has given the movement as much support as the Daily People. This is due to the fact that our paper has consistently advocated the cause of the working class as a whole, and has not been afraid to speak up for the interests of the working class. The Daily People has been a consistent advocate of the cause of the working class, and has not been afraid to speak up for the interests of the working class.

This week the Daily People has been doing a little more advertising than usual. It is the policy of the Daily People to give the movement as much support as possible. The Daily People has been doing this for several weeks, and it is likely that the movement will continue to grow. The Daily People has been doing its best to make sure that the movement is given as much support as possible.
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